John Bead Czech SuperDuo Beads, Magic Blue Pink, SKU 10549067
Navy Blue Glass Pearl Strand Bundle, SKU 10547761
John Bead Czech Glass Seed Beads Size 8/0 Deep Sea, SKU 10549081
Toggle, Silver 6Pc, SKU 10103710
Wildfire .006 Black, SKU 10470337
#12 Hard Beading Needles, SKU 10348545
Precision Scissors, SKU 10591717
This fun design was inspired by Regency Era jewelry and the timelessness of pearls that are so
on-trend today. A blue, iridescent setting for each pearl is created with John Bead Czech Super
Duo beads paired with deep sea 8/0 rounds.

Size 8/0 Seed Bead, Select for the Blue Iris Color from the mix, S8

SuperDuo Bead, Duo

4mm Pearl, Pearl4

6mm Pearl, Pearl6

8mm Pearl, Pearl8

10mm Pearl, Pearl10

Tip: Wildfire Thread in .006 was used to construct this stitched bracelet. A length of 75 inches
[190 cm] should give you plenty of length to complete the design without adding thread.

Step 1 Flatten each end of the Wildfire thread with chain nose pliers to help with threading a size
#12, hard beading needle onto each end, folding over at 7 to 10" [25.4 cm] to create a
comfortable working length with each side. Bring a size 8/0 seed bead (S8) to the center of the
thread. Pick up an S8 bead on each strand. Bring the strands through another S8 bead, in opposite
directions.

Step 2 On each strand, string [Duo, S8, Duo]. Bring each strand in opposite directions through an
S8 bead. Pick up an S8 bead with each strand, then go through another S8 in opposite directions.

Step 3 Repeat Step 2 to desired length, tapering the count of each segment as follows: [Duo, S8,
Duo, S8, Duo], [Duo, S8, Duo, S8, Duo, S8, Duo], [Duo, S8, Duo, S8, Duo, S8, Duo, S8, Duo],
[Duo, S8, Duo, S8, Duo, S8, Duo], [Duo, S8, Duo, S8, Duo], [Duo, S8, Duo].

Step 4 After finishing your last repeat of Step 2, continue with each strand back through the next
S8 bead. With each strand, go through the top hole of the first Duo. [Pick up (2) Duo. Go through
the top hole of the next Duo]. With each strand, continue through the next S8 bead. Repeat this
step, addinf (2) Duo and going through the top hole of the next Duo for each remaining segment.

Step 5 Leave behind one working strand. It will be used to attach the clasp at this side. With the
other working strand, go through the next (2) S8 beads. Continue through the bottom hole of the

next Duo and the next S8. Pick up one 4mm pearl. Crossing over to the other side of the
segment, go through the bottom hole of the S8 on the other side. Go through in the opposite
direction to the one your thread is exiting. Go back through the pearl, Go through the opposite,
bottom hole of the Duo bead on the other side of the segment. Go through the next S8, Duo, and
then go through the next (3) S8. Repeat this step with the center bead for each segment, tapering
up the pearl size: 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 8mm, 6mm, 4mm.

Step 6 To attach a toggle clasp, use the working thread remaining on this side to pick up (3) S8.
Create right angle weave segments to desired length.Go through the clasp and then back down
through those same (3) S8. Go through the S8 below in the opposite direction of your exiting
thread. Loop around the circle, that is the next (3) S8, then repeat this path twice more. Add an
S8 bead in between each Right Angle Weave segment on each side. 

Step 7 Return to the other strand of working thread left at Step 5. With that strand, repeat step 6
to create a band and attach the other side of the clasp.

Step 8 Weave in remaining working strands by going through the S8 beads. Make some turns
looping through the S8s. Trim remaining thread after you have changed direction three times.

Share your designs with #MakeItWithMichaels

